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INSTRUMENTS AND THE PRACTISE OF GEOGRAPHY: THE CASE OF THE ROYAL 
GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY, C.1830-C.1930
Author: Charles Withers*, Geography, University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom
Studies of the mutually constitutive relationships between geography and exploration focus either upon the biographical (“the
who” - the explorer him or herself ), the cognitive content of the exploration (“the what” - what was explored and when, with what
effect), or upon the historiographical (“the so what” - how exploration contributed to the development of the geographical
sciences, or how geography in the form of exploration was complicit in the construction of empires and of colonial domination by
metropolitan powers). The instruments involved in the geographies of exploration (“the how” of geography's practical undertaking
in the service of empire) are seldom examined. This paper offers an instrument-centred analysis of the connections between
geography, technology and exploration with reference to the role of the Royal Geographical Society (RGS) in the century from
1830. Particular attention is paid to two manuscript sources in the RGS: “Instruments Lent to Travellers”, the associated “Catalogue
of Instruments”, and to instructional rhetoric concerning the development of a technical facility amongst would-be explorers. The
paper will show that the development of an instrumentally-based exploratory culture within the RGS was uneven in character and
pace. Because instruments themselves failed in the field - ran slow, broke down, had to be re-calibrated - we must be wary (the
paper argues) about the epistemological and authoritative claims made by the explorers themselves. If this is so, then we must be
similarly cautious about the claims made by geographical societies to have developed geographical knowledge on behalf of empires. 
DISCOVERING OTHERNESS, EMPOWERING THE NATION: ITALIAN GEOGRAPHICAL
SOCIETIES AND THEIR DUAL PATH
Author: Matteo Proto*, University of Trento, Italy
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Abstract: In comparison with other similar European institutions, the Italian Geographical Society appeared on the scene very
late. Founded in 1867, for three decades at least the Society has been almost totally controlled by the politicians and by the army.
During this period its main objective was the study and the exploration of African territories, according to the governmental
strategy to establish a colonial empire for the young national state.
In partial conflict with the Geographical Society of Rome, academic geography convened in the Società di studi geografici,
founded in Florence in 1895 and devoted to the advancement of independent scientific research. Bound to the legacy of the
Risorgimento age and in particular to the role of the Italian Society for the Advancement of Science, the Florence society aimed to
explore homeland and the relation between humanity and the environment, maintaining a role not influenced by politics. In this
context geographers contributed to the study but notably to specify the territorial understanding of the state. Afterwards also this
society was involved in colonial survey. Collected dataset and produced cartography were useful to help overseas lands military and
economic conquest.
During and after the First World War both societies supported nationalistic aims and got involved in the project to redeem
Italian newly-conquered lands, thus pre-empting the overcome of geography by the state, which occurred under the fascist regime.
THE THOUSAND-YEAR-OLD HUNGARIAN STATE BORDERS: BORDERS OF A NATION,
A STATE OR AN EMPIRE?
Author: Zoltán Hajdú*, Centre for Economic and Regional Studies of HAS, Hungary
Keywords: state contsructions, state history 
Abstract: The Hungarian state, the Hungarian state territory, the constitutional structures and its political borders raised different
issues in different historical periods. and they formed different national and historical geographical complexes of issues. Starting
from the 12th century Hungary had a developed an empirical structure. The neighbourhood of the given Hungarian state was
constantly changing due to transformations of power in Europe. The historical Hungarian Empire collapsed in 1526. Hungary
turned to be divided between empires. Starting from 1530's and especially from 1796 the analysis of the country's political
structures and borders had become an essential topic in the development of the Hungarian geography. The Compromise of 1867
with Austria resulted a very special “co-empire” status of Hungary. After the defeat in the First World War Hungary turned to be
a “small country with great History”.
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